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1 Introduction

Referring Expressions Generation (REG) algorithms (Krahmer & van Deemter,
2012 for a survey) tend to produce brief descriptions. In small domains, this con-
forms with human language production (e.g., Arnold, 2008, Jordan and Walker,
2005; Gupta and Stent, 2005; Viethen and Dale, 2006; Belz and Gatt, 2008;
Krahmer et. al., 2008, Goudbeek and Krahmer, 2010; Campana et al. 2011, van
Deemter et al., 2012). Non-minimal descriptions are only generated as a side
effect of a generation strategy that is essentially designed to approximate min-
imality (e.g., Dale & Reiter, 1995). Yet Psycholinguistic studies indicate that
over-specification can help interpretation, provided it is there for a good reason
(Engelhardt et. al., 2011). The question is, of course, what is a good reason.

In earlier work, we found that in domains more complex than the ones usu-
ally studied, judicious over-specification can facilitate the search for a referent
substantially (Paraboni et. al. 2007). Based on a model of human search in hi-
erarchically structured domains, we predicted that in two types of situations,
termed Dead End (DE) and Lack of Orientation (LO), hearers would benefit
particularly from overspecification, and we found experimental evidence con-
firming these predictions. Now we investigate whether these ideas generalise to
the more ubiquitous spatial domains.3 We focussed on the interactive virtual
environments provided by the GIVE project (Striegnitz et. al., 2011), which al-
lowed us to measure search effort by logging the time taken, and by the distance
travelled, by a subject during her search for a referent.

3 A full account of this work has recently been submitted to the journal Language and
Cognitive Processes.



2 Facilitating Search in Spatial Domains

Fig. 1. A spatial domain in GIVE(Striegnitz et. al., 2011)

Here we will not define the search model. Instead, we give illustrative examples
in a GIVE domain with 4 landmarks (plants, chairs, etc.) and buttons hidden
behind them. As for LO, suppose the example above includes buttons that are
hidden behind a landmark. It would be natural to refer to the less accessible
object via the landmark, as in ‘the blue button, behind a plant’. As for DE,
suppose the above domain contains at least two blue buttons, so the reference
to the plant is necessary for disambiguation. DE arises if there is more than
one plant in the context, and the hearer comes across the wrong plant before
reaching the intended one. Search would be facilitated by the use of logically
redundant information, as in ‘the blue button behind a plant, on the right’.

2 Experiment

hypothesis 1: Assuming that no previous knowledge about the domain is avail-
able, over-specification facilitate search, but more so in problematic (DE/LO)
situations than in non-problematic (OK) situations.

hypothesis 2: Assuming that a short reference strategy has been used, domain
knowledge facilitates search, but more so in problematic (DE/LO) situations
than in non-problematic (OK) situations.

These hypotheses were tested by placing subjects in virtual rooms where a but-
ton was hidden inside a corridor marked by a landmark object. Two epistemic
conditions were used. In the first condition, the subject did not have previ-
ous exposure to the domain (Knowledge = no); in the second, the hearer was
only presented with the referring expression after having seen the entire domain
(Knowledge = yes). These conditions (Knowledge x Situation x Strategy) give
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rise to 12 tests; #8, #10 and #12 were fillers. A factorial ANOVA design with
repetition (Situation x Strategy for h1a/b and Situation x Knowledge for h2a/b)
was used to analyse the data.

Fig. 2. A potential DE situation for #1 and #7 (short: ‘the blue button behind a
plant’) and #2 and #8 (long: ‘the blue button behind a plant, on the right’)

Table 1. Experiment Conditions

# Knowledge Situation Strategy

1 no DE short
2 no DE long
3 no OK short
4 no OK long
5 no LO short
6 no LO long
7 yes DE short
8 yes DE long
9 yes OK short
10 yes OK long
11 yes LO short
12 yes LO long
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H1 was tested by measuring the gain from long reference strategies over short
ones in the absence of domain knowledge. We compared the gain in OK situa-
tions (test #4 over #3) with the gain in DE (test #2 over #1) and LO situations
(test #6 over #5). H2 was tested by measuring the gain from domain knowledge
when short reference strategies are used. We compared the gain in OK situa-
tions (i.e., test #9 over #3) with the gain in DE (i.e., test #7 over #1) and LO
situations (i.e., test #11 over #5).

Hypothesis h1. We found highly significant effects of Situation on both search
distance, and of Strategy on both search distance and time. There was a highly
significant interaction between Situation and Strategy on both search distance
and time Long descriptions significantly reduce search distance and time in DE
and OK but not in OK situations. This confirms hypothesis h1a.

We found highly significant effects of both Situation and Strategy on both search
distance and time. There was a significant interaction between Situation and
Strategy on both search distance and time. Long descriptions reduced search in
LO not in OK situations. This confirms hypothesis h1b.

Hypothesis h2. We found significant effects of Situation on both search dis-
tance and time There was no effect of knowledge on search distance, but the
effect of knowledge on search time was significant There was a significant in-
teraction between Situation and knowledge on both search distance and time.
Knowledge reduced search in DE situations, but not in OK situations. This con-
firms hypothesis h2a.

We found highly significant effects of Situation on both search distance and time,
and highly significant effects of knowledge on search distance and time. There
was a highly significant interaction between Situation and knowledge (no/yes)
on both search distance and time. Knowledge reduced search distance and time
in LO situations, but not in OK situations. This confirms hypothesis h2b.

Domain knowledge. We were curious whether these effects remain present
when domain knowledge is provided. It turned out that, when subjects know
the domain, search distance and time are still reduced by overspecification, to
the same extent same in both problematic and OK situations. In other words,
the effect of overspecification appears not to be merely epistemic, but to be
partly embedded in the language comprehension system.

3 Discussion

It has often been observed that it may not always be possible to extrapolate
the results of lab studies to more complex settings. Our findings reinforce this
concern, because they suggests that current REG algorithms would cause huge
problems in complex domains. They indicate that REG algorithms should use
overspecification strategically if they have the benefits of readers at heart.
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